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400 W

1.5 L

Plastic bowl

4 blades
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Enjoy homemade food any day
4 blades for chopping extra onions and tomatoes

The Philips chopper lets you chop anything you want. From vegetables and herbs to tough nuts and meat - all in

just seconds. With its 4 powerful blades and XL bowl preparing healthy and delicious homemade food has

never been this easy!

Effortlessly easy

Dishwasher safe

Simple press-down button

Maximum versatility

Chops meat, nuts, vegetables and herbs

Can process anything from frozen shakes to hot soups

Ideal for dips, sauces and soups

Perfect results in seconds

1.5 L bowl for big quantities

4 blades quickly and evenly chop all your ingredients



Chopper HR1398/91

Highlights Specifications

1.5 L bowl for big quantities

1.5 L bowl for big quantities

4 blades

4 blades quickly and evenly chop all your

ingredients

Can process anything

Can process anything from frozen shakes to hot

soups

Chops meat, nuts and more

Chops meat, nuts, vegetables and herbs

Dishwasher safe

Dishwasher safe

Ideal for dips and more

Ideal for dips, sauces and soups

Simple press-down button

Simple press-down button

 

Design

Color(s): Black and silver

Material bowl: Plastic

Material housing: Plastic ABS

Material knives: Stainless steel

Technical specifications

Capacity chopper: 1.5 L

Number of blades: 4

Frequency: 50/60 Hz

Power: 400 W

Usable volume chopper: 1.25 L

Voltage: 220-240 V

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions.

How? They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime

reliability.
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